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Introduction 

Here is the summary of the activities that were reached on in the March, 2022. 

Monitoring / assessment of Projects  

We assessed some of the groups and individual projects, and here are some of the observations;  

Most of our members have tried to work hard to maintain the projects they started with our soft 

loans from the very beginning to stand with the supervision and guidance we render to them 

through our visits. And this has made it easier for us to monitor and understand how each 

individual within a group is progressing.  

Some members confess that they now feel comfortable with PAUTHO loans since they are 

almost interest free and the mode of repayment is very friendly as compared to other credit 

financial institutions.      

Projects of our beneficiaries are progressing steadily and you notice all this while on ground and 

confirm the improvement.  Some of them have what to show, for example Kakai Abias from 



Shikundu yetana women started piggery farming with only one pig, but at the time of visit, she 

has more than fifteen pigs/piglets and she attributes her success to our softloans.  Namuwenge 

Rehema from Bumaena determined to develop who started with brick laying has as per now 

expanded her project and through the profits made, she has been in position to start another 

project of horticulture with in the same parish hence creating room for other people (women and 

youths) to join and work together as they improve their standards of living with the profits they 

get.      

The community is very welcoming and appreciative for the services being rendered to them by 

our organization   

Loan Recoveries  

We bring to your attention that most of the beneficiaries are working hand in hand to make sure 

that they are paying back the soft loans on the agreed dates as signed on the agreement forms. 

And though we are being impressed by the majority of the groups in repaying back their 

softloans on time, there are a few groups who have got difficulties in clearing there soft loans in 

the agreed time for example Buyaka “B” bamayi rula mwilo, Bumakika trading center and 

Buwalibitsa lower group. We as a team, we are trying to use all the criteria and methods to make 

sure that this groups clear their loans since they are pending. Amidst other financial needs like 

school fees, we were able to recover some good amount of money from our beneficiaries. 

Loan Disbursement  

In March, Loans were disbursed to some of the groups who had cleared their previous softloans 

and they are running a number of different projects like local brewing,vegetable selling and 

growing,resturants, bricklaying,fruit selling,piggery,poultry,selling second hand clothes,dealing 

in mobile money and baking to mention but a few. And these include; Bumakika yetana farmers 

group, Shikundu women Ambanilakho group, Watsombe women group and many others as we 

hope for better results tomorrow.  

 

Conclusion.   



In conclusion therefore, our beneficiaries are promising, hardworking and co-operative. They are 

exhibiting social and economic development among their communities. As a team on the ground, 

PAUTHO loans are life transformers and we wish to express the love and appreciation of our 

beneficiaries to you our dear funders.  And ask for more provision.   
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